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1 Introduction

Higher Spin Gravities (HiSGRA’s) — theories that extend gravity with massless higher spin
fields [1] — are difficult to construct, which, as can be argued, is due to the fact that the
masslessness shifts some of the genuine quantum gravity UV problems down to the classical
level. Therefore, it should not come as a surprise that there is a handful of HiSGRA’s
available at the moment: 3d topological theories with (partially-)massless and conformal
fields [2–8]; 4d conformal HiSGRA [9–11] that is a higher spin extension of Weyl gravity;
Chiral HiSGRA [12–16] and its contractions [17, 18]. Nevertheless, the infinite-dimensional
gauge symmetries associated with higher spin fields are believed to be sufficient to eliminate
all counterterms.

Chiral HiSGRA is a unique Lorentz invariant and local completion that contains at least
one massless higher spin field with a nontrivial self-interaction. The theory was first found in
the light-cone gauge. It is most easily described with the help of its cubic amplitudes thanks
to the close relation between the light-cone gauge and spinor-helicity formalism [19–23].
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Indeed, for any triplet of helicities such that λ1 + λ2 + λ3 > 0 there is a unique vertex and
the corresponding amplitude [24, 25]:

Vλ1,λ2,λ3

∣∣∣
on-shell

∼ [12]λ1+λ2−λ3 [23]λ2+λ3−λ1 [13]λ1+λ3−λ2 . (1.1)

The minimal assumptions stated above forces one [12–14] to introduce fields of all spins,
including the scalar and spin-two, i.e. graviton, and fix the couplings constants to be

VChiral =
∑

λ1,λ2,λ3

Cλ1,λ2,λ3Vλ1,λ2,λ3 , Cλ1,λ2,λ3 = κ (lp)λ1+λ2+λ3−1

Γ(λ1 + λ2 + λ3) . (1.2)

Here lp is a constant of dimension length and κ is an arbitrary dimensionless constant.
In the present paper, we complete the program started in [26] — to construct manifestly

Lorentz covariant equations of motion of Chiral Theory in the form of a Free Differential
Algebra (FDA). This can also be understood as the minimal model of the jet space BV-
BRST complex of Chiral HiSGRA. Therefore, and this is the main motivation to look for
this FDA, the result contains the same information as the local BRST cohomology, see
e.g. [27, 28].

We refer to [26] for more details regarding the context and notation. The outline of
the present paper is as follows. In section 2, we review briefly the minimal models and
FDA’s [29–31] together with specifics of HiSGRA’s applications [32]. In section 3, we recall
how to formulate free Chiral HiSGRA as an FDA. The main result is in section 4, where,
after recalling the first few vertices found in [26], we propose an appropriate completion to
all orders.

2 Minimal models

In this paper, we are seeking for a covariant form of Chiral Theory at the level of equations
of motion. The first few orders were constructed in [26]. Looking for a quantum gravity
model in the form of classical equations of motion may seem like an over-simplification
since the equations do not help much with quantization. While in general this is true, it is
worth noting that there exist methods to quantize non-Lagrangian systems [33] and they
require some additional structures on top of equations of motion, see also [34, 35]. However,
Chiral Theory does have a simple action in the light-cone gauge. For a given triplet of
helicities λ1,2,3 the cubic vertex involves λ1 + λ2 + λ2 > 0 derivatives. The challenge is
to find a covariant form of this theory. Interactions with one and two derivatives are of
Yang-Mills and gravitational type and can be covariantized without much trouble [18]. In a
sense, certain first order actions allow one to represent such interactions without having to
introduce (many) auxiliary fields to encode higher derivatives. For all other interactions,
i.e. those with more than two derivatives, a clever choice of auxiliary fields is needed.
Auxiliary fields should be introduced consistently with (infinite-dimensional higher spin)
gauge symmetries, which is hard.

Equations of motion are simpler, of course, but they lack a lot of important information.
We utilize an approach which is not fraught with such pitfalls. The idea is to look for a
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(non-negatively graded) supermanifold N equipped with an odd nilpotent vector field Q:

|Q| = 1 , [Q,Q] = 2Q2 = 0 .

Such a vector field is called usually homological and the pair (N , Q) is referred to as a
differential graded manifold. Given these data, one can write down a sigma-model:

dΦ = Q(Φ) , (2.1)

where the form-fields Φ = Φ(x, dx) define and are defined by the maps Φ : T [1]M→ N
from the odd tangent bundle of a space-time manifold M to the target space N . As
a historical comment, equations of the form (2.1) were introduced under the name Free
Differential Algebras (FDA) by Sullivan [29] to study rational homotopy theory. The notion
of the minimal model also appeared in [29] in the case of differential graded algebras. Since
differential forms of various degrees are naturally incorporated into FDA, it was used in the
context of supergravities [30, 31]. Later, FDA was applied to the higher spin problem [32],
see also [36, 37] and [38] for the relation between AKSZ [39] and FDA.

The question is how to find N and Q such that (2.1) together with natural gauge
symmetries are equivalent to the sought for equations of motion. Since the coordinates
on N are determined by the free limit, i.e. are indifferent to interactions, we will have
exactly the same fields/coordinates as [32]. Another question is how much information
about the theory is stored in Q. It turns out [37, 40–42] that such Q is closely related
to the jet space BV-BRST formulation of the original field theory (whenever it is already
available) [27, 28, 43–45]. To be a bit more precise, the jet space BV-BRST complex gives
a (usually very large) L∞-algebra. One can consider various (quasi-isomorphic) reductions
of this L∞-algebra. The smallest one is called the minimal model. Some care is needed to
extend this notion to field theories [41, 46]. The minimal model contains exactly the same
information (locally) as the original BV-BRST formulation [46], e.g. actions (in the sense
of the on-shell symplectic structure), counterterms, anomalies, charges etc. correspond to
various Q-cohomology.

Therefore, eq. (2.1) is more useful than it seems, encoding the same information as
local BRST cohomology. As the BV-BRST formulation of (covariantized) Chiral Theory
is not yet available, a pragmatic point of view is to directly look for the minimal model
and Q. The coordinates on N are easy to find by looking at the free field limit. Some
essential information about covariant interactions was found in [18, 26, 47]. For majority of
field theories, the coordinates on N divided into two groups: those of degree-one, which
we denoted ω, and those of degree-zero, denoted C. By abuse of notation we use the same
symbols both for the coordinates on N and for the corresponding sigma-model fields.

The simplest system with such initial data consists of the flatness condition for a
connection ω of some Lie algebra together with the covariant constancy condition on a
zero-form C in some representation ρ:

dω = 1
2 [ω, ω] , dC = ρ(ω)C . (2.2)
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In the most general case we should have

dω = l2(ω, ω) + l3(ω, ω,C) + l4(ω, ω,C,C) + . . . ,

dC = l2(ω,C) + l3(ω,C,C) + . . . .
(2.3)

A useful interpretation of the nilpotency condition for Q

Q2 = 0 ⇐⇒ QB
∂

∂ΦBQ
A = 0 (2.4)

is that it is equivalent to the relations that define an L∞-algebra [39]. To derive the latter
we represent Q as

Q =
∑
n≥2

ln(ω, ω,C, . . . , C) δ
δω

+
∑
n≥2

ln(ω,C, . . . , C) δ

δC
. (2.5)

In what follows, the L∞-algebra will originate from an A∞-one. Therefore, let us give a
definition of A∞. A∞ is a graded vector space together with degree (−1) maps mn(•, . . . , •)
that satisfy m ◦m = 0. Here, m = m1 +m2 + . . . is a formal sum and ◦ is the Gerstenhaber
product, which is defined for any two multilinear maps f and g of degrees |f | and |g| and
having kf and kg arguments as

f ◦ g =
∑
i

(−1)κf(a1, . . . , ai, g(ai+1, . . . , ai+kg ), ai+kg+1, . . . , akf +kg−1) . (2.6)

Here κ is the usual Koszul sign: κ = |g|(|a1|+ · · ·+ |ai|). Any A∞-algebra gives rise to an
L∞-algebra via symmetrization of arguments.

Chiral Theory’s FDA originates from an A∞-algebra that, as a graded space, consists
of degree-one and degree-zero subspaces, A = A0 ⊕A1. In practice, the difference between
L∞ and A∞ structure maps is in that the former are graded symmetric while the latter do
not have any symmetry properties and the order of arguments does matter, e.g. m2(a, u)
and m2(u, a), a ∈ A1, u ∈ A0 are different maps. Once A∞ is available, we can construct
the associated L∞. For example, m2(a, u) and m2(u, a) give rise to l2(a, u) = m2(a, u) +
m2(u, a), and so on. Therefore, the general strategy and techniques we use can be borrowed
from [48–52].

3 Free FDA

A useful starting point is to write down democratic equations proposed by Roger Penrose [53]
to describe fields of definite helicity1

∇AB′ ΨB′A′(2s−1) = 0 , ∇BA
′ ΨBA(2s−1) = 0 . (3.1)

Say, the first one describes helicity (+s) and the second one helicity (−s) states. In the
case of s = 1 one finds the Maxwell equations for the (anti-)self-dual components of Fµν .

1We use the two-component indices A,B, . . . = 1, 2, A′, B′, . . . = 1, 2 of the Lorentz algebra sl(2,C). The
invariant tensors are εAB = −εBA and εA′B′

= −εB′A′
, see [54] and [26] for more detail.
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For s = 2 the equations are Bianchi identities for the (anti-)self-dual components of the
Weyl tensor Cµν,λρ. For arbitrary s we will refer to the fields of (3.1) as Weyl tensors.
Many interesting covariant interactions require gauge fields, e.g. Aµ and gµν for s = 1
and s = 2 in place of the Weyl tensors. The twistor approach is not an exception, but it
requires to introduce a gauge potential only for one of the helicities, that is, the positive
and negative helicities are treated differently [55–57]. The gauge potential for the positive
helicity field obeys

∇AA′ ΦA(2s−1),A′ = 0 , δΦA(2s−1),A′ = ∇AA′ξA(2s−2) , (3.2)

and the corresponding Weyl tensor is 2s − 1 derivatives removed from the potential:
ΨA′(2s) ∼ ∇AA

′
. . .∇AA

′ ΦA(2s−1),A′ . A more geometric description [58] is to take a one-
form ωA(2s−2) (to become a gauge connection later). It has one component more as compared
to ΦA(2s−1),A′ :

ωA(2s−2) ≡ eBB′ΦA(2s−2)B,B′ + eAB′ ΘA(2s−3),B′ , (3.3)

where eAA′ ≡ eAA′µ dxµ is the vierbein one-form. Similarly to the vierbein, ω has an extra
component and an extra algebraic symmetry is called for to ensure it does not contribute
to dynamics. Altogether, the gauge symmetries read

δωA(2s−2) = ∇ξA(2s−2) + eAC′ η
A(2s−3),C′ . (3.4)

There is a simple action [58] that leads to equations equivalent to (3.2) and to the second
of (3.1). In terms of the new variables it acquires a very compact form [18]:

S =
∫

ΨA(2s) ∧HAA ∧∇ωA(2s−2) . (3.5)

Here HAB ≡ eAC′ ∧ eBC
′ . The action is consistent on self-dual backgrounds, i.e. it already

goes beyond what is easy to achieve with the standard covariant approach where a spin-s
field is described [59] by a rank-s symmetric tensor Φµ1...µs .

Free equations of motion as Free Differential Algebras. The variational equations
do not have an FDA form yet:

∇ΨA(2s) ∧HAA = 0 , HAA ∧∇ωA(2s−2) = 0 . (3.6)

The l.h.s. represents a certain operator that constrains the form of ∇Ψ or ∇ω. The kernel
can easily be parameterized by another field to recast the equation into an FDA form:

∇ΨA(2s) = eBB′ΨA(2s)B,B′ , ∇ωA(2s−2) = eAB′ ω
A(2s−3),B′ , (3.7)

where we introduced a zero-form ΨA(2s+1),A′ and a one-form ωA(2s−3),A′ . This brings two
new coordinates on N and we need to extend Q to those as well, and so on and so forth.2

2The entire field content is known since [60]. It is the equations that are different.
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#A

#A′

one-forms, ω

zero-forms, C

ωA(2s−2)

ΨA(2s), λ = −s Weyl tensor

CA′(2s), λ = +s Weyl tensor

ωA′(2s−2)

V(e, e, C)-cocycle

Figure 1. A diagram to show fields/coordinates involved into the description of higher spin fields.
Along the axes we have the number of unprimed/primed indices on a spin-tensor. Degree-one
coordinates are circles, degree-zero ones are rectangles. The fields that describe a helicity λ = +s
state are green. Those needed to describe helicity λ = −s state are red. The black square shows a
cocycle that links the one-form sector to zero-forms (at the free level it relates two fields for each
spin’s subsystem). The two fields in the rounded rectangle enter the free action. The rest of the
fields encode derivatives thereof in a coordinate invariant and background independent way. The
solid lines link pairwise the fields that ‘talk’ to each other in the free equations.

The final result of this process is (∇2 = 0 in flat space)

∇ωA(n−i),A′(i) = eAB′ ω
A(n−i−1),A′(i)B′ , i = 0, . . . , n− 1 , (3.8a)

∇ωA′(n) = HB′B′C
A′(n)B′B′ , (3.8b)

∇CA(k),A′(n+k+2) = eBB′C
A(k)B,A′(n+k+2)B′ , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (3.8c)

∇ΨA(n+k+2),A′(k) = eBB′ΨA(k+n+2)B,A′(k)B′ , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (3.8d)

where C and Ψ are zero forms and ω are one-forms. Figure 1 illustrates the field content
for a fixed spin s. The only dynamical fields are the ones that enter the action. The rest
of the fields are expressed as derivatives of the dynamical ones. It may not seem very
useful to introduce infinitely many fields to encode higher derivatives of the dynamical
ones, especially when the fields are free, but it can be of great help later: interactions of
Chiral Theory may have any number of derivatives (with helicities λi on external legs fixed,
the number of derivatives is λ1 + λ2 + λ3 > 0, hence, finite). With the help of generating
functions the equations can be rewritten in a more concise form. To this end, we introduce

ω(y, y) =
∑
n,m

1
n!m!ωA(n),A′(m) y

A . . . yA yA
′
. . . yA

′ (3.9)

and pack both CA(n+k+2),A′(k) and ΨA(k),A′(n+k+2) into a single generating function C(y, y).
On top of that C(y, y) contains CA(k),A′(k) to describe a scalar field, which is necessarily
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present in Chiral Theory. The free equations now read

∇ω = eBB
′
yB∂B′ω +HB′B′∂B′∂B′C(y = 0, y) , ∇C = eBB

′
∂B∂B′C . (3.10)

(Recall that ∇2 = 0 in Minkowski space.) These equations serve as a departing point for
constructing a non-linear theory. Indeed, viewing (3.10) as linearization of some theory of
type (2.3), we can write

dω = V(ω0, ω) + V(ω0, ω0, C) , dC = U(ω0, C) , (3.11)

where the structure maps have some arguments set to their background value ω0 in Minkowksi
space.

4 Chiral FDA

We begin by recalling the general form of the FDA for Chiral Theory, boundary conditions
and the main results of [26], i.e. the next-to-leading order (NLO) vertices. The main result
of the present paper is the construction of all the higher order vertices that is presented
step by step in section 4.3. This result requires the tools of homological perturbation theory
that go beyond the technique applied in [26].

4.1 General form, initial data, and boundary conditions

The coordinates on N or, what is the same, the spectrum of fields are determined by the
free limit. Therefore, we are seeking for a theory with fields given by generating functions
ω(y, y) and C(y, y). Chiral Theory may have Yang-Mills gaugings [16] of Chan-Paton type,
i.e. one can define U(N), O(N) and USp(N) gaugings. To take this into account we assume
that ω and C take their values in MatN .3 With the field content at hand, the most general
ansatz for Chiral Theory’s FDA reads

dω = V(ω, ω) + V(ω, ω,C) + V(ω, ω,C,C) + . . . , (4.1a)
dC = U(ω,C) + U(ω,C,C) + . . . . (4.1b)

We recall that the structure maps originate from a certain A∞-algebra and for that reason
the order of arguments does matter. At each order we can, in principle, have vertices with
various positions of ω and C. Free equations (3.10), when interpreted as linerization (3.11)
of (4.1) lead to a number of boundary conditions for the L∞ structure maps:

V(e, ω) + V(ω, e) = eCC
′
yC∂C′ω , (4.2a)

U(e, C) + U(C, e) = eCC
′
∂C∂C′C , (4.2b)

V(e, e, C) = eB
C′ eBC

′
∂C′∂C′C(y = 0, y) . (4.2c)

Here, e = eAA
′
yAyA′ . To summarize, we are looking for a theory with the spectrum

of fields given in (3.8), in the form of FDA (4.1) such that it reproduces the boundary
conditions (4.2), i.e. the free equations.

3As was shown in [49–51], having matrix factors leads to great simplifications, reducing a complicated
Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology problem to a much simpler Hochschild one.
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4.2 FDA up to NLO

L∞ structure maps, known and to be found, can take a number of ω- and C-type arguments.
In terms of components they just contract a certain number of indices on each pair of
arguments, leaving the other indices contracted with y and y. This can be achieved by
representing the structure maps by poly-differential operators:

V(f1, . . . , fn) = V(y, ∂1, . . . , ∂2) f1(y1) . . . fn(yn)
∣∣∣
yi=0

, (4.3)

where fi’s are ω’s or C’s. We have explicitly indicated dependence of y’s; the y’s can be
treated similarly. Our notation can be summarized as follows: (i) we abbreviate yA ≡ pA0 ,
∂yi
A ≡ piA, yA

′ ≡ rA
′

0 , ∂yi
A′ ≡ riA′ ; (ii) contractions pij ≡ pi · pj ≡ −εABpAi pBj = pAi pjA are

done in such a way that exp[p0 · pi]f(yi) = f(yi + y); (iii) Lorentz invariance forbids to mix
primed and unprimed indices; (iv) all indices must be contracted with εAB or εA′B′ ; (v)
explicit arguments yi in f ’s and the symbol |yi=0 are omitted. Importantly, all operators
are assumed to be local, i.e. they send polynomials to polynomials.4

After these preparations, we can rewrite the boundary conditions (4.2) in the operator
language as

V(e, ω) + V(ω, e) ∼ p01r12 e
p02+r02 (eCC′y1

Cy
1
C′)ω(y2, y2)

∣∣∣
y1,2=y1,2=0

, (4.4a)

U(e, C) + U(C, e) ∼ r12p12 e
p02+r02 (eCC′y1

Cy
1
C′)C(y2, y2)

∣∣∣
y1,2=y1,2=0

, (4.4b)

V(e, e, C) ∼ r13r23p12 e
r03 (eBB′y1

By
1
B′)(eCC

′
y2
Cy

2
C′)C(y3, y3)

∣∣∣
y1,2,3=y1,2,3=0

, (4.4c)

where ∼ implies an unessential proportionality coefficient. The dependence of y’s will always
be the same: all structure maps have factorized form

V(f1, . . . , fn) = v(f ′1(y), . . . , f ′n(y))⊗ f ′′1 (y) ? . . . ? f ′′n(y) , (4.5)

where fi(y, y) = f ′i(y)⊗ f ′′i (y). All y-dependent factors are multiplied via the star-product:

f ′′1 (y) ? . . . ? f ′′n(y) = exp

 ∑
0=i<j=n

ri · rj

f ′′1 (y1) . . . f ′′n(yn)
∣∣∣
yi=0

. (4.6)

Therefore, we have the first Weyl algebra A1 in y’s, which then combines nicely with
(optional) matrix factors into a bigger associative algebra. It is the dependence of y’s that
we will be concerned with. In what follows, we assume that any algebra or module always
has a trivial, but very useful, factor of A1 ⊗MatN , which, in fact, can be replaced by any
associative algebra. In practice, this means that we cannot permute ω and C factors and
should treat the L∞-maps as A∞-maps. The latter implies that our L∞-algebra originates
from an A∞-algebra via the symmetrization map.

4A crucial difference from [32] is that there are additional restrictions we impose on the vertices to make
them represent local and independent interactions, rather than infinite sums over equivalent interactions.
The latter can lead to divergent observables [61, 62] and merely represent the most general ansatz for
gauge-invariant interactions rather than a concrete field theory.
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Higher spin algebra. The A∞-relations at order ω3 imply the associativity of V(•, •):

V(V(a, b), c)− V(a,V(b, c)) = 0 . (4.7)

The algebra is easy to find: its light-cone gauge version appeared in [17] and its covariant
version was guessed in [63]. The algebra is just the commutative algebra C[y] of polynomial
functions in y.5 The symbol of the product is6

V(f, g) = exp [p01 + p02]f(y1) ∧ g(y2)
∣∣∣
yi=0

. (4.8)

Therefore, the higher spin algebra is hs = MatN⊗A1⊗C[y]. The boundary conditions (4.4a):

V(e, ω) + V(ω, e) = 2 eBB′yB∂B′ω (4.9)

are satisfied with factor 2.

Coadjoint module. Similarly, the formal consistency implies that U(•, •) defines a
bimodule of hs. The structure maps split as

U(ω,C) = U1(ω,C) + U2(C,ω) . (4.10)

The A∞-relations imply

U1(V(a, b), C)− U1(a,U1(b, C)) = 0 ,
U2(U1(a,C), b)− U1(a,U2(C, b)) = 0 ,
U2(U2(C, a), b) + U2(C,V(a, b)) = 0 ,

(4.11)

and can be solved as

U1(ω,C) = + exp [p02 + p12]ω(y1)C(y2)
∣∣∣
yi=0

,

U2(C,ω) = − exp [p01 − p12]C(y1)ω(y2)
∣∣∣
yi=0

.
(4.12)

The boundary condition (4.4b) is satisfied with coefficient 2. As discussed in [26], the action
of C[y] in the module is that of differential operators, i.e. (ω ◦ C)(y) = ω(∂)C(y), and can
be interpreted as the coadjoint action. Indeed, we can define a non-degenerate pairing

〈f |C〉 = exp[p12]f(y1)C(y2)
∣∣
yi=0 (4.13)

between an element f of the algebra A1 and an element C of the dual module A0. In this
way we find that 〈fg|C〉 = 〈f | U1(g, C)〉 and 〈fg|C〉 = −〈g| U2(C, f)〉. Note that formally
〈f |C〉 = 〈C|f(−y)〉, which will be useful later to relate U -vertices to V-vertices.

5We recall temporarily that we will always forget the A1 factor of y and the matrix factors.
6We chose this product to have the simplest prefactor 1 as compared to 1/2 of [26].
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Cubic vertex V(ω, ω, C). Cubic vertex, as an A∞-map, splits into three components

V(ω, ω,C) = V1(ω, ω,C) + V2(ω,C, ω) + V3(C,ω, ω) . (4.14)

The consistency conditions are self-evident and can be found in [26]. The most interesting
fact is that there is a nontrivial solution [26]

V1(ω, ω,C) : + p12

∫
∆2

exp[(1− t1) p01 + (1− t2) p02 + t1p13 + t2p23] , (4.15a)

V2(ω,C, ω) :
−p13

∫
∆2

exp[(1− t2) p01 + (1− t1) p03 + t2p12 − t1p23]

−p13

∫
∆2

exp[(1− t1) p01 + (1− t2) p03 + t1p12 − t2p23] ,
(4.15b)

V3(C,ω, ω) : + p23

∫
∆2

exp[(1− t2) p02 + (1− t1) p03 − t2p12 − t1p13] . (4.15c)

Here, ∆n is an n-dimensional simplex t0 = 0 ≤ t1 ≤ . . . ≤ tn ≤ 1.

Cubic vertex U(ω, C, C). Similarly, we can treat U(ω,C,C), which is another set of
trilinear A∞-maps now taking values in the module:

U(ω,C,C) = U1(ω,C,C) + U2(C,ω,C) + U3(C,C, ω) . (4.16)

A nontrivial solution reads [26]:

U1(ω,C,C) : + p01

∫
∆2

exp[(1− t2) p02 + t2p03 + (1− t1) p12 + t1p13] , (4.17a)

U2(C,ω,C) :
−p02

∫
∆2

exp[t2p01 + (1− t2) p03 − t1p12 + (1− t1) p23]

−p02

∫
∆2

exp[t1p01 + (1− t1) p03 − t2p12 + (1− t2) p23] ,
(4.17b)

U3(C,C, ω) : + p03

∫
∆2

exp[(1− t1) p01 + t1p02 + (t2 − 1) p13 − t2p23] . (4.17c)

The trilinear A∞-maps were found by brute-force in [26]. This strategy is efficient for
the lowest order deformation, but becomes less enjoyable for higher orders. Therefore,
we resort to other tools. It is worth noting here, that the action of Chiral Theory is
cubic in the light-cone gauge, i.e. on a very specific background. General backgrounds and
covariantization may require more contact terms. It is easy to see that the FDA of [26] has
to be completed with higher order structure maps, which is the main goal of this paper.
Another fact that is hard not to notice and calls for an explanation is that all V-vertices look
like permutations of a single basis structure, the same is true about U -vertices. Moreover,
U ’s are very similar to V’s.

4.3 Higher orders

Since Chiral Theory is local, there must be certain restrictions imposed on the structure
maps containing more than one C. Indeed, C encodes arbitrarily high derivatives of the
dynamical fields. Therefore, any harmlessly looking V(. . . , C, . . . , C) can hide an infinite
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sum in derivatives. If we choose V(ω, ω,C, . . . , C) and U(ω,C, . . . , C) for concreteness, the
locality forbids infinite tails in pij with 2 < i, j for the first and pij with 1 < i, j for the
second.7 For example, p23 is not found in U1(ω,C,C) at all (having it in the prefactor
would still be admissible).

Ingredients of the homological perturbation theory soup. The main idea is to use
the technique of multiplicative resolutions and homological perturbation theory,8 see [48, 66–
68] for the discussion and applications to higher spin gravity motivated problems. In a
few words, one can try to look for an embedding of the Hochschild complex into a bigger
bicomplex, where one can apply different spectral sequences to get explicit formulas for the
cocycles. Higher order corrections can also be obtained via homological perturbation theory.

A suitable resolution is obtained by extending the commutative algebra C[y] to another
commutative algebra C[y, z] of polynomials in yA and zA equipped with a peculiar product.
Assuming momentarily we are dealing with deformation quantization type problems, a quite
general class of star-products on functions C[Y ] of Y ≡ Y a, a = 1, . . . , 2n is determined by
matrices Ωab via

(f ? g)(Y ) = exp [Y a∂1
a + Y a∂2

a + Ωab∂1
a∂

2
b ] f(Y1)g(Y2)

∣∣
Y1,2=0 . (4.18)

The symplectic structure Cab is given by the anti-symmetric part of Ωab and the symmetric
part is responsible for the choice of ordering (e.g. normal, anti-normal, totally-symmetric or
Weyl). One can also write down an integral representation of the same star-product, which
is sometimes more useful,9

(f ? g)(Y ) =
∫
dU dV dξ dη f(Y + U)g(Y + V ) exp [Umξm + V mηm − Ωmnξmηn] . (4.19)

We choose Ωab to be symmetric matrix of the form

Ω = −
(

0 ε

−ε 0

)
, ε ≡ εAB . (4.20)

Via the usual formulas it defines a commutative product, whose differential form has symbol

exp [p01 + p02 + q01 + q02 + p1 · q2 − q1 · p2] , (4.21)

where we defined zA ≡ qA0 , ∂
zi
A ≡ qiA. The integral representation reads

(f ? g)(y, z) =
∫
du dv dp dq f(y + u, z + v)g(y + q, z + p) exp [v · q − u · p] . (4.22)

7We should recall that there is a silent star-product over y’s. Therefore, all rij ’s are present in the
exp [. . .]. Each pair of contracted derivatives on two fields . . . ∂AA′ • ∂AA′

• comes from rijpij . Given that
rij is already present we have to forbid infinite tails in some pij ’s.

8This is a refinement of the original idea of [64, 65] to introduce additional variables z as to enlarge the
field content and write down certain simple equations constraining the z-dependence in such a way that
perturbative solution to the z-equations would reproduce the sought-for vertices. Since all (hypothetical) 4d
HiSGRA can be cast into the FDA form and, hence, have the same ω and C field content, we will try to use
a notation designed to reveal similarity to [64, 65], stressing the important differences along the way.

9Here and in what follows we assume that the integrals are defined in such a way that
∫

exp[uaξa]du = δ(ξ).
This is the only formula that we will need to use.
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We will sometimes use notation µ(f, g) ≡ f ? g. The generators y and z act as follows:

yA ? f = f ? yA = (yA − ∂zA)f , zA ? f = f ? zA = (zA + ∂yA)f .

Despite commutativity, the star-product has some other interesting properties, the most
important being the existence of the element κ = exp[zCyC ] satisfying the relations

yA ? κ = κ ? yA = zA ? κ = κ ? zA = 0 .

We will consider an extension of algebra A by the algebra of differential forms in dz with
exterior differential dz and a familiar two-form λ = 1

2κ dz
2. We will also repeatedly use the

Poincare lemma in the form of

f (1) = h[f (2)] = dzA zA

∫ 1

0
t dt f (2)(tz) , f (0) = h[f (1)] = zA

∫ 1

0
dt f

(1)
A (tz) , (4.23)

see e.g. [69]. The first part gives a particular solution to dzf
(1) = f (2) for a one-form

f (1) ≡ dzAf (1)
A (z) and a given two-form f (2) ≡ 1

2f
(2)(z)εABdzAdzB . The second part gives a

particular solution to dzf (0) = f (1) for a closed one-form f (1) and a zero-form f (0) ≡ f (0)(z).
We also complete this definition with h[f (0)] = 0 for any zero-form f (0).

With the definitions above we are ready to present the whole set of U and V vertices
defining Chiral HiSGRA (4.1). Both type of vertices are constructed as compositions of only
two operations: the contracting homotopy h and the ?-product (4.18); the latter will be
also denote by µ. Suitable compositions are conveniently depicted by directed tree graphs,
which consist of trivalent vertices, internal edges, and external edges. Both ends of an
internal edge are on two vertices. Each vertex has two incoming and one outgoing edges.
An external edge has one end on a vertex and another end is free. The graphs are supposed
to be connected. All the vertices correspond to the star product µ, while the internal edges
depict the action of the contracting homotopy h:

µ
µ

µ

h

The external incoming edges (or leaves) correspond to the arguments ω and C of the
interaction vertices V and U . Therefore, each graph may be decorated with either one or
two ω’s, depending on the type of a vertex. As to the arguments C, all of them enter the
interaction vertices through a special combination Λ[C] = h[C � λ], where C = C(y) and �
is defined as

C � g(z, y) ≡ g(z, y + pi)C(yi) .

The expression Λ[C] decorates the remaining leaves. Finally, the only outgoing edge (or root)
of a connected tree corresponds to the value of an interaction vertex. The ?-product being
commutative, many trees lead to analytical expressions that differ only by a permutation of
arguments. One should keep in mind that h2 = 0 and forms of degree higher than two vanish
identically. There are also certain classes of trees that vanish due to specific properties of the
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resolution.10 All admissible trees that contribute to the interaction vertices are generated
via Homological Perturbation Theory, which is detailed in appendices B and C. It might
be well to point out that the resulting analytical expressions for the vertices V and U do
not depend on z’s as it must if one treats them as elements of the higher spin algebra hs

and its coadjoint module, respectively. Below we present some explicit expressions, starting
with the already known results at NLO.

NLO. The product being commutative, to the NLO we find a single graph to evaluate up
to obvious permutations of arguments:

a(y) ? h[b(y) ? Λ[c(y)]] =

µ

a µ

b Λ[c]

h

The analytical expression for this graph leads exactly to V1(a, b, c), a, b ∈ A1 and c ∈ A0.
The other V-vertices are simple permutations of this expression. As an illustration let us
evaluate the graph step by step in terms of symbols:

c � λ = 1
2κ(z, y + p3) dz2 c(y3) , Λ = dzAzA

∫ 1

0
t dtκ(tz, y + p3) c(y3) ,

we go up the tree to evaluate the product

b(y) ? Λ = dzA(zA + p2
A) eyp2

∫ 1

0
t dtκ(tz + tp2, y + p3) b(y2)c(y3) ,

the resulting expression is still a one-form and h of it is

h[b(y) ? Λ] = (z · p2) eyp2

∫ 1

0
dt′ t dtκ(tt′z + tp2, y + p3) b(y2)c(y3) .

10At this point we can list the crucial similarities/differences as compared to [64, 65]. The spectrum of the
fields (coordinates on N ) is exactly the same. The higher spin algebras are different: star-product in y, y as
compared to star-product in y and commutative algebra in y. This entails the second difference: zero-forms
are no longer in the twisted-adjoint representation [70], but in the coadjoint, and form a genuine module of
the higher spin algebra. The vertices are all, of course, different. The ones in the present paper are local,
those of [64, 65] form a gauge-invariant ansatz where infinitely many copies of the same interaction are
present in different forms (with higher and higher derivatives), field redefinitions are not fixed and, as a
result, there are infinitely many free parameters hidden. For generic choice of these parameters, e.g. the
one made in [64, 65], one gets nonsensical results for correlation functions [61], which is to be expected and
has little to do with the higher spin problem. The whole class of theories sought for in [64, 65] cannot be
constructed with the help of the standard field theory tools due to the non-locality [71–75], which makes it an
interesting challenge to find more general principles to deal with field theories with such non-localities. The
resolution, i.e. the z-extension we use is also different from [64, 65], even though the number of z-variables is
the same (ignoring z that we do not need). At the most basic level the integral form of µ-product contains
two integrals more because matrix Ωab has rank four, while in [64, 65] it has rank two. As a result, there is
a smooth deformation of our µ-product that leads to [64, 65], but not the other way around.
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Lastly, we evaluate one more product and set z = 0 to find11

a(y) ? h[b(y) ? Λ] = (p1 · p2) eyp1+yp2

∫ 1

0
dt′ t dtκ(tt′p1 + tp2, y + p3) a(y1)b(y2)c(y3) .

We rename y → p0 and change the integration variables to those of the 2d simplex ∆2,
t1 = tt′, t2 = t, to arrive at

V(a, b, c) = p12 e
p01+p02

∫
∆2

κ(t1p1 + t2p2, p0 + p3) a(y1)b(y2)c(y3)
∣∣
yi=0 ,

which coincides with V1(a, b, c). The other vertices correspond to various permutations of
the leaves of the same graph.

An interesting observation is that we do not have to compute U-vertices separately.
All of them can be obtained via duality. Indeed, our A∞-algebra is very special in that
the module A0 is the dual of the algebra A1, A0 = A∗1. With coordinates of the latter
denoted (by abuse of notation) by ωA and coordinates of the former denoted by CA, V-
vertices correspond to structure constants of type VABCD1...Dn−2 ωBωCCD1 . . . CDn−2 , while
U -vertices correspond to UABD1..Dn−1 ωBCD1 . . . CDn−1 . Therefore, we can pair VA with CA
and remove one ω to get U -vertex (one should keep track of the order of the arguments, of
course). For example, we pair f(p0, . . . , p3) = 〈u|V1(a, b, v)〉, where a, b ∈ A1 and u, v ∈ A0,
which is equivalent to redefining p0 ≡ ∂y. Next, we cyclically rotate f(−p3, p0, p1, p2) to get
U1(p0, p1, p2, p3).

NNLO. A crucial test of the approach proposed in the paper is to check the vertices that
contain quartic interactions from the action vantage point. Thanks to the symmetries and
certain other identities there are only two graphs to evaluate, which we choose to be

G1 = a(y) ? h[h[b(y) ? Λ[u]] ? Λ[v]] =

µ

a µ

µ Λ[v]

b Λ[u]

h

h

and

G2 = h[h[a(y) ? Λ[u]] ? h[h[b(y) ? Λ[v]] =

µ

µ µ

a Λ[u] b Λ[v]

h h

11HPT ensures that the final answer is z-independent, hence, we can set z = 0 or to any other value.
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The explicit expressions for G1 and G2 can be found in appendix A. Below, we highlight
some important properties. The general structure is

G1 = ∗(p12)2 exp [∗p01 + ∗p02 + ∗p13 + ∗p23 + ∗p14 + ∗p24] , (4.24)
G2 = ∗(p13)2 exp [∗p01 + ∗p03 + ∗p12 + ∗p23 + ∗p14 + ∗p34] , (4.25)

where ∗ denotes certain simple functions of the four integration variables. The integrals,
of course, converge. The locality of the vertices is also manifest: G1 does not contain p34,
while G2 does not have p24. Therefore, infinite tails in derivatives are not present. The
vertices are obtained by taking permutation of these two graphs and putting them together
whenever possible. For example,

V(ω, ω,C,C) = G1(ω, ω,C,C) . (4.26)

In appendix D, we collected explicit formulas for the quartic vertices in terms of G1, G2
and we also checked several of the consistency relations, i.e. the A∞-relations, to the lowest
order as to make sure that the normalization of the graphs is correct. The U-vertices can
be obtained via duality. This completes the story of the quartic vertices (quartic in the
equations of motion).

Higher orders. An interesting property of the resolution proposed in this paper is that the
perturbative expansion never terminates. On the contrary, the light-cone action terminates
at cubic interactions. There is no tension between these two facts since covariantization of
the light-cone action may require infinitely many contact terms. On one hand, the vertices
found in [26] reveal certain minimality. On the other hand, we may still be unlucky in not
finding the most minimal field frame where one observes a finite number of nontrivial A∞
structure maps. It would be interesting to scrutinize this issue more.

Several comments can be made about higher order vertices without having to compute
them explicitly. In appendix C, we describe the class of nontrivial trees that survive the
homological perturbation theory. It can also be shown that all higher order vertices are
local, i.e. there is a finite number of derivatives provided all helicities are fixed. This is
sufficient to prove that the FDA of Chiral Theory is found. For example, just for fun, we
computed the quintic vertex in appendix E. Nevertheless, certain aesthetical aspects are not
yet satisfactory, e.g. starting from NNLO the vertices contain quite complicated integrals.
It well may be that there are resolutions12 that lead to simpler results, see e.g. [76, 77] for
the discussion of the effects of ordering. It may also be useful for applications to fold the
homological perturbation theory and rewrite it as certain simple equations, as it was done
in [64, 65], the danger being that the equations may admit formal solutions that lead to
ill-defined vertices from the field theory point of view.

12It is determined by the choice of (a) an extension of y; (b) an ordering in the most simple case; (c) a
contracting homotopy which may differ from (4.23).
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5 Conclusions and discussion

The main result of the present paper is the first example of a manifestly Lorentz covariant
Higher Spin Gravity with propagating massless fields,13 which is to be compared to the
light-cone action of [12–14]. The price to pay at the moment is that we have the minimal
model rather than an explicit Lorentz-invariant action. The minimal model immediately
gives the classical equations of motion as a Free Differential Algebra, but to extract more
information one has to compute the Q-cohomology at the very least.

Let us compare the light-cone action of Chiral Theory with the perturbative expansion
of its FDA formulation. It is convenient to ‘pack’ all negative helicity fields and the scalar
into Ψ and all positive helicity fields into Φ. The light-cone action very schematically reads

L = Ψ�Φ + c+++ΦΦΦ + c++−ΦΦΨ + c+−−ΦΨΨ (5.1)

and leads to the following, schematic as well, equations of motion:

�Φ = c++−ΦΦ + c+−−ΦΨ , �Ψ = c+++ΦΦ + c++−ΦΨ + c+−−ΨΨ . (5.2)

Assuming that the flat space corresponds to some ω0 and C = 0 solution, we would like to
compare these equations with

Dω = V(ω, ω) + V(ω0, ω, C) + V(ω0, ω0, C, C) + . . . , (5.3a)
DC = U(ω,C) + U(ω0, C, C) + . . . . (5.3b)

Here D = d− ω0 is the background covariant derivative in the appropriate representations
of the higher spin algebra. It is clear that only the vertices explicitly indicated above may
appear. Indeed, the one-form ω0, being a purely spin-two background, is bilinear in y, y.
On the other hand, higher vertices involve higher powers of pij as overall factors acting
on ω0. Therefore, they have to vanish. An important property of the FDA is that all the
vertices are local: if we fix helicities of all fields entering a given vertex, then there is only a
finite number of derivative involved.

It would be interesting to understand the algebraic side of the story presented in this
paper. On one hand, the nontrivial algebraic structures originate from the commutative
algebra of polynomials C[y]. On the other hand, the presence of the other tensor factors, the
first Weyl algebra A1 for y and/or matrix factors, is important for the whole deformation
to be nontrivial. The specific tensor factor of A1 also provides an interpretation to the
FDA as a certain 4d gauge field theory. This leads to a twist that we can replace A1 by any
associative and non-commutative algebra. In particular, this may give some new integrable
theories in 2d. Following the general ideas developed in [49–51] it would be interesting to
compute the relevant Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology to see how unique the above FDA is.
The results of the paper can be generalized, with the help of [83], to the supersymmetric
extensions of Chiral Theory and its contractions [84–86].

13Other models mentioned in the Introduction are either topological or feature conformal fields. Recent
interesting ideas include [78, 79] and [80–82].
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Since the FDA of the present paper gives the minimal model of Chiral HiSGRA, it
contains the same information as the BV-BRST formulation of this theory. Therefore, one
can address various questions (actions, counterterms, anomalies, etc.). For example, Chiral
Theory was shown to be one-loop finite [15, 16, 87], but extending these results to higher
orders is challenging in the light-cone gauge. It would also be interesting to construct exact
solutions, which should more easily result from a twistor formulation of Chiral HiSGRA
that is yet to be found, see [81] for the first steps in this direction. The results of the
present paper should also be helpful in looking for the twistor action of Chiral Theory.
Lastly, the generalization of the results of this paper to anti-de Sitter space is, in principle,
straightforward14 [90] and has important implications for Chern-Simons Matter theories
and 3d bosonization duality. Nevertheless, the exact reasons for why the ideas of the present
paper and the extension thereof to (A)dS4 [90] work, i.e. give a local HiSGRA in one step,
require better understanding. It should also be kept in mind that the hypothetical twistor
action would automatically lead to Minkowski and (anti)-de Sitter versions of Chiral Theory
depending on the infinity twistor chosen.
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A NNLO vertices

At NNLO the two graphs that contribute (up to permutations and duality) can be evaluated
to give

G1 = p2
12

∫ 1

0
dt1

∫ 1

0
dt2

∫ 1

0
dk1

∫ 1

0
dk2 ×

k1t1t2 (1− t1) (1− t2)
(1− t1k2t2)4

× exp
[
p01

(
k1 (k2t1 − 2k2t2t1 + t2)

k2t1t2 − 1 + 1
)
− p02

(t1 − 1) (t2 − 1)
k2t1t2 − 1

+ p13
k1k2t1 (t2 − 1)
k2t1t2 − 1 + p14

k1t2 (k2t1 − 1)
k2t1t2 − 1

+ p23
t1 (k2t2 − 1)
k2t1t2 − 1 + p24

t2 (1− t1)
1− t1k2t2

]
a (y1) b (y2) c (y3) d (y4)

∣∣
yi=0

14In this regard, it is worth stressing that (contrary to the old higher spin folklore that there cannot
be smooth limit) Chiral Theory has a smooth deformation to (A)dS4 or, equivalently, the smooth flat
limit, [88, 89].
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and (we tried to manifest ∆2 ×∆2-structure of the integral)

G2 = −p2
13

∫ 1

0
dt1

∫ 1

0
dt2

∫ t1

0
dk1

∫ t2

0
dk2 ×

(1− t1) (1− t2)
(1− k1k2)4

× exp
[
p01

(1− t1) (1− k2)
1− k1k2

+ p03
(1− t2) (1− k1)

1− k1k2

+ p12
t1 − k1k2
1− k1k2

+ p34
t2 − k1k2
1− k1k2

+ p14
k2 (1− t1)
1− k1k2

− p23
k1 (1− t2)
1− k1k2

]
× a (y1) c (y2) b (y3) d (y4)

∣∣
yi=0

The integrals are convergent. As discussed in the main text, the graphs give local contribu-
tions to the vertices.

B Homological perturbation theory

In this section, we show how to obtain all the interaction vertices of Chiral HiSGRA by
means of homological perturbation theory (HPT). A detailed account of the theory can
be found in [91–93] (see also [68] for a similar discussion of HPT in the context of formal
HiSGRA).

As in the main text, we start with the cochain complex A = C[y, z, dz] of differential
forms with polynomial coefficients. The coboundary operator dz : An → An+1 is given
by the usual exterior differential on z’s. Combining the exterior product of the basis
differentials dzA with the ?-product

a ? b = a(y, z) exp

 ←
∂

∂zA

→
∂

∂yA
−

←
∂

∂yA

→
∂

∂zA

 b(y, z) (B.1)

of polynomials in the y’s and z’s, we get a commutative dg-algebra (A, dz). Actually, the
?-product above is equivalent to the conventional (dot) product on polynomials:

a ? b = e−∆
(
(e∆a) · (e∆b)

)
, ∆ = ∂2

∂yA∂zA
.

The dual space A∗ carries the canonical structure of a graded bimodule over A. In particular,
A∗0 is clearly isomorphic to the space of formal power series C[[y, z]]. The left/right action
of A on A∗0 is given by

a ◦m = m ◦ a = (e∆a)(∂y, ∂z, 0)m(y, z) , ∀a = a(y, z, dz) ∈ A, m ∈ A∗0 .

Indeed,
(a ? b) ◦m = e−∆

(
(e∆a) · (e∆b)

)
◦m

=
(
(e∆a) · (e∆b)

)
(∂y, ∂z, 0)m(y, z) = a ◦ (b ◦m) ,

and the same for the right action. The bimodule A∗0 is too big and highly reducible. In
the following we will deal with its submodule M = C[[y]] ⊂ A∗0 constituted by formal
power series in y’s. Extending the action of dz to M by zero, we can think of M as a
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differential bimodule over A. Furthermore, it is convenient to combine the differential
bimodule structure into a single dg-algebra A = A ⊕M for the following ∗-product and
differential:

(a,m) ∗ (a′,m′) = (a ? a′, a ◦m′ + a′ ◦m) , dz(a,m) = (dza, 0) .

By definition, the degree of an elements a of A coincides with its form-degree, while all the
elements of M have degree 1.

In addition to dz we can endow the algebra A with one more differential δ of degree 1.
This is defined as

δ(a,m) =
(
m(−z)ezAyAdzB ∧ dzB, 0

)
, ∀ (a,m) ∈ A . (B.2)

(Notice the change of the argument in m.) It is clear that δ2 = 0. The differential δ will be
a derivation of the ∗-product above if and only if the following identities hold:

δ(a ◦m) = (−1)|a|a ? δm , δm ◦m′ = m ◦ δm′ .

The first equality is enough to check only for the generators yA, zA’s and dzA. We find

yA ?δm= (yA−∂Az )m(−z)ezByBdzC ∧dzC = ey
BzB (−∂Az m(−z))dzC ∧dzC = δ(yA ◦m) ,

zA ?δm= (zA+∂Ay )m(−z)ezByBdzC ∧dzC = 0 = δ(zA ◦m) ,

dzA ?δm=m(−z)ezByBdzA∧dzC ∧dzC = 0 =−δ(dzA ◦m) .

The second identity is also satisfied because δm is a two-form and (δm)(y, z, 0) = 0.
Since the differentials trivially commute to each other, dzδ + δdz = 0, we can combine

them into the total differential D = dz + δ of degree 1. Given now a dg-algebra (A, D), one
can ask about its minimal model. In general, constructing a minimal model of a dg-algebra
is quite a difficult problem. What helps us a lot are two things: (i) the differential dz, being
the exterior differential on polynomial forms, admits an explicit contracting homotopy h
and (ii) one may regard D as a ‘small perturbation’ of dz by δ. Under these circumstances,
homological perturbation theory offers the most efficient way to build the minimal model in
question. As we will see, this minimal model yields exactly the A∞-algebra defining the
r.h.s. of the field equations in Chiral HiSGRA. Below we recall some basic definitions and
statements.

Definition B.1. A strong deformation retract (SDR) is given by a pair of complexes (V, dV )
and (W,dW ) together with chain maps p : V →W and i : W → V such that pi = 1W and ip
is homotopic to 1V . The last property implies the existence of a map h : V → V such that

dh+ hd = ip− 1V .

Without loss in generality, one may also assume the following annihilation properties:

hi = 0 , ph = 0 , h2 = 0 .
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All the data above can be summarized by a single diagram

(V, dV )h 88

p
// (W,dW )

i
oo . (B.3)

Let us mention a special case of this construction where W = H(V, dV ) is the cohomology
group of the complex (V, dV ) and dW = 0.

The main concern of HPT is transferring various algebraic structures form one object
to another through a homotopy equivalence. Whenever applicable, the theory provides
effective algorithms and explicit formulas, as distinct from classical homological algebra. The
cornerstone of HPT is the following statement, often called the Basic Perturbation Lemma.

Lemma B.2 ([94]). For any SDR data (B.3) and a small perturbation δ of dV such that
(dV + δ)2 = 0 and 1− δh is invertible, there is a new SDR

(V, dV + δ)h′ 88

p′
// (W,d′W )

i′
oo ,

where the maps are given by
p′ = p+ p(1− δh)−1δh , i′ = i+ h(1− δh)−1δi ,

h′ = h+ h(1− δh)−1δh , d′W = dW + p(1− δh)−1δi .

One can think of the operator A = (1− δh)−1 as being defined by a geometric series

A =
∞∑
n=0

(δh)n . (B.4)

In many practical cases its convergence is ensured by a suitable filtration on V .
We are concerned with transferring A∞-structures on V to its cohomology space W . To

put this transference problem into the framework of HPT one first applies the tensor-space
functor T to the vector spaces V and W . Recall that, in addition to the associative algebra
structure, the space T (V ) =

⊕
n≥1 V

⊗n carries the structure of a coassociative coalgebra
with respect to the coproduct

∆ : T (V )→ T (V )⊗ T (V ) ,

∆(v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn) =
n−1∑
i=1

(v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vi)⊗ (vi+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn) .

Coassociativity is expressed by the relation (1⊗∆)∆ = (∆⊗1)∆. A linear map F : T (V )→
T (V ) is called a coderivation, if it obeys the co-Leibniz rule

∆F = (F ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ F )∆ .

The space of coderivations is known to be isomorphic to the space of homomorphisms
Hom(T (V ), V ), so that any homomorphism f : T (V ) → V induces a coderivation f̂ :
T (V )→ T (V ) and vice versa: if f ∈ Hom(Tm(V ), V ), then

f̂(v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn) =
n−m+1∑
i=1

(−1)|f |(|v1|+···+|vi−1|)v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vi−1

⊗f(vi ⊗ · · · ⊗ vi+m−1)⊗ vi+m ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn

(B.5)

for n ≥ m and zero otherwise.
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The notion of a coderivation provides an alternative definition of an A∞-algebra: An
A∞-algebra structure on a graded vector space V is given by an element m ∈ Hom(T (V ), V )
of degree one such that the corresponding coderivation m̂ squares to zero. Every such m̂ is
called a codifferential. The condition m̂2 = 0 is equivalent to the equation m ◦m = 0, where
◦ stands for the Gerstenhaber product (2.6). Expanding m into the sum m = m1 +m2 + · · ·
of homogeneous multi-linear maps mn ∈ Hom(Tn(V ), V ) and substituting it back into
m ◦m = 0 gives an infinite sequence of homogeneous relations on m’s, known as Stasheff’s
identities [95]. In particular, the first structure map m1 : Vl → Vl+1 squares to zero, m2

1 = 0,
making V into a complex of vector spaces. An A∞-algebra is called minimal if m1 = 0. For
minimal algebras the second structure map m2 : V ⊗ V → V makes the space V [−1] into a
graded associative algebra with respect to the ∗-product15

a ∗ b = (−1)|a|m2(a⊗ b) . (B.6)

Associativity is encoded by the Stasheff identity m2 ◦ m2 = 0. From this perspective,
a graded associative algebra is just an A∞-algebra with m = m2. More generally, an
A∞-algebra with m = m1 +m2 is equivalent to a differential graded algebra (V [−1], ∗, d)
with the product (B.6) and the differential d = m1. Again, the Leibniz rule

d(a ∗ b) = da ∗ b+ (−1)|a|−1a ∗ db

is equivalent to the Stasheff identity m1 ◦m2 +m2 ◦m1 = 0.
The next statement, called the tensor trick, allows one to transfer SDR data from

spaces to their tensor (co)algebras.

Lemma B.3 ([96]). With any SDR data (B.3) one can associate a new SDR

(ĥ 99 T (V ), d̂V )
p̂

// (T (W ), d̂W )
î

oo ,

where the new differentials d̂V and d̂W are defined by the rule (B.5),

p̂ =
∞∑
n=1

p⊗n , î =
∞∑
n=1

i⊗n ,

and the new homotopy is given by

ĥ =
∞∑
n=1

n−1∑
k=0

1⊗k ⊗ h⊗ (ip)⊗n−k−1 .

After reminding the basics of HPT let us return to our deformation problem. Consider
first the case of dg-algebra A with respect to the unperturbed differential dz. By the
algebraic Poincaré Lemma, H(A, dz) ' C[y]⊕ C[[y]]. Here the first summand corresponds
to the differential forms of A that are independent of z’s and dz’s, while the second summand
is given by the elements of the module M . To streamline our notation we will write H for

15By definition, V [−1]n = Vn−1. On shifting degree by one unit, the ∗-product acquires degree 0.
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the algebra of cohomology H(A, dz). Clearly, the natural inclusion i : H → A is an algebra
homomorphism. This leads us immediately to SDR (B.3) with

V = A[1] , W = H[1] , dV = dz , dW = 0 ,

p(a,m) = (a(y, 0, 0),m) , h(a,m) = (h(a), 0) ,

and h(a) was defined in (4.23) as the standard contracting homotopy for the de Rham
complex. Applying the tensor trick yields then an SDR for the corresponding tensor
(co)algebras

(ĥ 99 T (A[1]), d̂z)
p̂

// (T (H[1]), 0)
î

oo .

Let µ denote multiplication (the ∗-product) in A. It defines the coderivation µ̂ such that
(d̂z + µ̂)2 = 0. This allows us to treat µ̂ as a small perturbation of the differential d̂z. By
making use of the Basic Perturbation Lemma B.2, we obtain the new SDR

(ĥ′ 99 T (A[1]), d̂z + µ̂)
p̂′

// (T (H[1]), m̂2
)

î′
oo ,

where the codifferential on the right is given by

m̂2 = p̂(1− µ̂ĥ)−1µ̂î . (B.7)

Notice that ĥµ̂î = 0, because h vanishes on the subalgebra i(H) ⊂ A. Hence, m̂2 = p̂µ̂î

and the dg-algebra (A, dz) is formal: its minimal model H involves no higher multiplication
operations in addition to the ∗-product (B.6).

Finally, let us turn to the dg-algebra (A, D = dz + δ). This yields the SDR data

(ĥ′ 99 T (A[1]), d̂z + δ̂ + µ̂)
p̂′

// (T (H[1]), m̂
)

î′
oo .

Again, we can regard the sum µ̂ + δ̂ as a small perturbation of the basic differential d̂z.
Lemma B.2 gives then the formal expression for the codifferential m̂ on the right:

m̂ = p̂
(
1− (µ̂+ δ̂)ĥ

)−1(µ̂+ δ̂)̂i = m̂2 + p̂
(
1− (µ̂+ δ̂)ĥ

)−1
δ̂î . (B.8)

One can simplify various terms of this formula by noting that p̂δ̂ = 0 and δh = 0. Using (B.4),
one can also find that the deformed codifferential starts as

m̂ = m̂2 + p̂µ̂ĥµ̂ĥδ̂î+ · · · .

The second term on the right defines the third structure map m3 of the A∞-algebra H[1].
Thus, the dg-algebra (A, D) is not formal. The diagrams in the main text and appendices
give just a pictorial representation for various terms of the perturbation series (B.8); in
so doing, the inclusion and projection maps i and p correspond to incoming and outgoing
edges, respectively.
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C Higher orders

Let us elaborate a bit more on the structure of HPT under consideration. Notice that
the image of the differential (B.2) is not a polynomial function and the ?-product (B.1) of
non-polynomial functions in y’s and z’s is ill-defined. Therefore, one needs to make sure
that the perturbation series (B.8) does make sense when applied to polynomial functions.

As it was already mentioned, there are many symmetries thanks to the commutativity of
the ?-product (we denote it µ) that the resolution is based on. The permutation symmetry
over the legs attached to µ-vertices is obvious. We would like to show that all nontrivial
trees that contribute can be depicted as

µ

µ µ

. . . Λ[ui] . . . Λ[un−2]

µ µ

µ Λ[u2] µ Λ[ui+2]

a Λ[u1] b Λ[ui+1]

h h

h h

h h

h h

In words, the tree consists of two branches, each having one leaf with an argument from the
algebra A1, a or b here. Apart from a, or b each of the two branches has only simple leaves
with Λ[ui] = hδui, where ui belong to the module A0. The branches may have different
lengths. The graph above is a contribution to the A∞-map mn with n arguments in total:

m(a, u1, . . . , ui, b, ui+1, . . . , un−2) . (C.1)

There is a number of simple observations that reduce the variety of trees to the class we
described (we introduce one-form A in z-space as A = Λ[ui]): (i) h cannot be the last
operation on a tree since we can set z = 0 at the end and h has z-factor; (ii) h2 ≡ 0 is
obvious; (iii) there are no three-forms, hence, A ? A ? A ≡ 0; (iv) one can also see that
h(A ? A) ≡ 0; (v) it follows from (i) that the final result should be the product µ(T1, T2) of
two sub-trees T1,2, each of which being zero-form. In particular, each Ti must have all A
balanced by h. Given the rules above, it is impossible to construct a zero-form tree only
with A’s. Therefore, each Ti must have one and only one of the arguments in the algebra,
e.g. a belongs to T1 and b belongs to T2. Let us zoom in on one of the two sub-trees. We
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could see two pictures:

. . .

µ

f(a, . . . ) A

h

. . .

µ

f(a, . . . ) µ

A A

h

In fact, the second option is inconsistent. It gives a one-form and we have to find a way to
make the whole sub-tree be zero-form at the end. We cannot attach a zero-form sub-tree
(and apply h afterwards) since b is in another sub-tree. We can only attach A or any other
one-form sub-tree, but this leads to a two-form, i.e. to the original problem we are trying to
solve. We are in a vicious circle. Therefore, the second option cannot be realized. �

Locality. It is important to prove that the vertices are local in the sense of not having
pij in the exponent that contract some of the zero-form arguments. Given the result above,
we can have a look at the general structure of one of the branches. It is easy to see that it
has the following general form:

h (· · ·h (a ? Λ[c2]) · · · ? Λ[cn]) =
= η (zp1)n−1 exp [γ0zy + γ1yp1 + γ2zp2 + · · ·+ γnzpn + ζ2p12 + · · ·+ ζnp1n] (C.2)
× a (y1) c2 (y2) · · · cn (yn) ,

where η, γi and ζi are certain functions of the integration variables tk that originate from
multiple applications of h. The integral sign is omitted. Indeed, we begin with the lowest
possible expression to start the induction

h (a ? Λ[c]) =
∫ 1

0
dt1

∫ t1

0
dk1 (zp1) exp [yp1 (1− t1) + zyk1 + zp2k1 + p12t1] a (y1) c (y2) .

Assuming the structure is as in (C.2) we attempt to proceed to the next order to find

(C.2)?Λ[cn+1] = dzA η′ (zp1)n−1
(
α0zA+α1p

1
A

)
×exp

[
γ′0zy+γ1yp1 +γ′2zp2 + · · ·+γ′nzpn+γ′n+1zpn+1

+ ζ ′2p12 + · · ·+ζ ′np1n+ζ ′n+1p1 n+1
]
×a (y1)c2 (y2) · · · cn (yn)cn+1 (yn+1) .

Applying h to the expression here-above we clearly reproduce (C.2). Now, we can compute
the µ-product of two expressions of type (C.2) to see that the final answer has the desired
property of being local. �
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D Consistency at NNLO

It is reassuring to check the consistency of the quartic vertices directly, which, in particular,
makes sure that the signs/coefficients are correct. We add the quartic term to dω and dC:

dω = V (ω, ω) + V1(ω, ω,C) + V2(ω,C, ω) + V3(C,ω, ω) + V1(ω, ω,C,C) + V2(ω,C, ω,C) ,
+ V3(ω,C,C, ω) + V4(C,ω,C, ω) + V5(C,ω, ω, C) + V6(C,C, ω, ω)

dC = U1(ω,C) + U2(C,ω) + U1(ω, ω,C) + U2(ω,C, ω) + U3(C,ω, ω) + U1(ω,C,C,C)
+ U2(C,ω,C,C) + U3(C,C, ω,C) + U4(C,C,C, ω) .

The consistency condition 0 ≡ d2ω can be split into 10 equations for different ordering of
ωωωCC. Let us have a look at some of them. We begin with the final answer — expressions
for the vertices in terms of the two graphs G1 and G2 that contribute at the second order:

V1(ω,ω,C,C) =G1(ω,ω,C,C) ,
V2(ω,C,ω,C) =−(σ(423)G1)(ω,C,ω,C)−(σ(23)G1)(ω,C,ω,C)+G2(ω,C,ω,C) ,
V3(ω,C,C,ω) = (σ(24)G1)(ω,C,C,ω)+(σ(1432)G1)(ω,C,C,ω)−(σ(34)G2)(ω,C,C,ω) ,
V4(C,ω,C,ω) =−(σ(124)G1)(C,ω,C,ω)−(σ(1243)G1)(C,ω,C,ω)+(σ(12)(34)G2)(C,ω,C,ω)
V5(C,ω,ω,C) =−(σ(12)G2)(C,ω,ω,C) ,
V6(C,C,ω,ω) = (σ(14)(23)G1)(C,C,ω,ω) ,

where σ(...)...(...) is the standard notation for the decomposition of a given permutation into
disjoint cycles. The U -vertices can be obtained via the duality. For example,

U1(ω,C,C,C) = G1(ω,C,C,C)(−p4, p0, p1, p2, p3) .

Now let us check directly that some of the A∞-relations must be satisfied. One of the
simplest integrability conditions reads

−ωV1(ω, ω,C,C) + V1(ω2, ω, C,C)− V1(ω, ω2, C, C) + V1(ω, ω,U(ω,C), C)
+V1(ω, ω,U1(ω,C,C))− V1(ω,V1(ω, ω,C), C) = 0 ,

which can be rewritten in terms of symbols as

−exp(p01)V1(p0,p2,p3,p4,p5)+V1(p0,p1,p2,p6)U1(y6,p3,p4,p5)−V1(p0,p1,p2+p3,p4,p5)
+exp(p34)V1(p0,p1,p2,p4,p5)−V1(p0,p1,p6,p5)V1(y6,p2,p3,p4)+V1(p0,p1+p2,p3,p4,p5) = 0 .

Nesting one vertex into another is easy to evaluate thanks to the exponential form of the
vertices. We find

V1(p0, p1, p2, p6)U1(y6, p3, p4, p5)

=
∫ 1

0
dt2

∫ t2

0
dt1

∫ 1

0
ds2

∫ s2

0
ds1p12(t1p13 + t2p23)

×exp((1− t1)p01 +(1− t2)p02 + t1(1−s2)p14 + t1s2p15 + t2(1−s2)p24 + t2s2p25

+(1−s1)p34 +s1p35),
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V1(p0, p1, p6, p5)V1(y6, p2, p3, p4)

=
∫ 1

0
dt2

∫ t2

0
dt1

∫ 1

0
ds2

∫ s2

0
ds1p23((1−s1)p12 +(1−s2)p13)

×exp((1− t1)p01 +(1− t2)(1−s1)p02 +(1− t2)(1−s2)p03 + t1p15 + t2(1−s1)p25

+ t2(1−s2)p35 +s1p24 +s2p34).

It is now easy to see that the consistency condition is satisfied order by order with
V1(ω, ω,C,C) = G1(ω, ω,C,C). In particular, the integrals, after Taylor expansion, can
easily be done and lead to simple rational numbers. We have checked enough consistency
relations to support the expressions for the vertices.

E Quintic vertex

Out of curiosity and to show the effectiveness and locality of the higher order vertices, let
us compute the contribution to the quintic vertex V(ω, ω,C,C,C) that corresponds to the
following graph

G =

µ

a µ

µ Λ[w]

µ Λ[v]

b Λ[u]

h

h

h

The final answer is a six-fold integral over the ‘times’ ti, i = 1, . . . , 6:

G = (p12)3 exp[(1− u1 − u2 − u3)p01 + (1− u4 − u5 − u6)p02 + u1p13 + u2p14

+ u3p15 + u4p23 + u5p24 + u6p25] ,

where the integration variables are expressed as

u1 = t1 (t2−1) t3t4 (t5−1) t6
−t2t4t5 + t1t3 ((2t2−1) t4t5− t2)+1 , u2 = t2 (t1t3−1) t4 (t5−1) t6

−t2t4t5 + t1t3 ((2t2−1) t4t5− t2)+1 ,

u3 = (−t2t4 + t1t3 (t2 (2t4−1)− t4)+1) t5t6
−t2t4t5 + t1t3 ((2t2−1) t4t5− t2)+1 , u4 = t1 (−t2t3 +(t2 (2t3−1)− t3) t4t5 +1)

−t2t4t5 + t1t3 ((2t2−1) t4t5− t2)+1 ,

u5 = (t1−1) t2 (t4t5−1)
−t2t4t5 + t1t3 ((2t2−1) t4t5− t2)+1 , u6 = (t1−1) (t2−1) t5

−t2t4t5 + t1t3 ((2t2−1) t4t5− t2)+1 .

As is clear, the vertex is local! It is also clear what the simplest form of the vertex at any
order has to be. After a similar change of variables in the final expressions we get for G1
and G2 much more concise expressions

G1 = +(p12)2 exp
[
(1− u1 − u2)p01 + (1− u3 − u4)p02 + u1p13 + u2p14 + u3p23 + u4p24

]
,

G2 = −(p13)2 exp
[
(1− u1 − u2)p01 + (1 + u3 − u4)p03 + u1p12 + u2p14 + u3p23 + u4p34

]
.
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In particular, the Jacobian of the transformation eliminates the prefactors in G1,2 of
appendix A. This shows that G1 is related to G2 via a simple permutation σ23 followed
by u3 → −u3.

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited. SCOAP3 supports
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